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Position statement

TCDE is a flagship international society for data management and database systems researchers and practitioners. Should I have the honor to serve as the next TCDE Chair, I will continue to work closely with the ICDE steering committee as well as the VLDB Endowment and ACM SIGMOD to ensure that ICDE maintains its status as a top-tier international database conference. I will work with the Data Engineering Bulletin editorial board to make it continuously to be a high value information source for all TCDE members. I will lead and work with the TCDE executive committee to promote TCDE membership, and to start local TCDE Chapters in different countries in order to provide more benefits and a region-focused collaboration platform for our members. We will continue to promote TCDE awards to give our members more recognition. We will also extend the number of high quality international conferences sponsored by TCDE and manage them carefully to ensure their quality and to build a healthy budget for TCDE to invest in the future of TCDE community.